
INDUSTRIAL
VENDING (IV)

The perfect solution when you need to control access to your
consumable inventory of high dollar durable items that are used and
returned.

HOW IT WORKS

For more information, please visit
smcelectric.com

BENEFITS OF INDUSTRIAL VENDING
Point-of-use dispensing reduces time spent going to and from storerooms

by TraxMRO

GIVING YOU 24/7 ACCESS TO KEY ITEMS.

Increased controls deliver cost savings aimed at reducing unwarranted
consumption

Optimized inventory helps reduce total inventory and minimize stockouts

Improved visibility to user and spend trends with detailed, real-time
reporting

TraxMRO has an assortment of Supply Depot machines to fit your needs:

The process is simple and automated
because the vending machine is connected
through a secure Internet connection to
TraxMRO software back to SMC. 

Industrial vending is a proven solution that offers you 24/7 access to key items where you need them, while giving you additional
control and visibility.

Dispensing: single or multi-item configurations for consumable or
durable items

Capacity: store from 24 unique items or create up to 1,782
individual locking bins

Oversight: check in/out keeps track of tools and durable goods

Security: IP cameras can help provide additional control

Efficiency: easy-to-use interface helps get your people the products
they need

Automation: product quantities are auto-adjusted for real-time
reporting

Additional equipment options to choose
from also exist:

Weight and non-weight shelves
RFID tags to those high-dollar durable
goods



COMBINE VMI WITH OUR OTHER TraxMRO OFFERS
FOR EVEN MORE VISIBILITY AND CONTROL:

CONSIGNMENT
Keep critical, fast-moving items on-location and only receive invoices for materials when they're
consumed.

JOBSITE TRAILER
TraxMRO provides temporary storage for SMC products when special projects, plant
turnarounds, or other planned events create an increase in demand.

IN-PLANT (FSM)
In-Plant by TraxMRO provides a dedicated, experienced resource on a daily basis to support not
only your SMC product purchases, but also all purchases from other suppliers.

E-PROCUREMENT
e-Procurement by TraxMRO integrates TraxMRO ordering with your procurement system to
create an efficient and automated process. 

VENDOR MANAGED INVENTORY (CMI)
A dedicated TraxMRO specialist will work with you to determine the products and levels that
need managing, as well as setting approvals for orders if required.

For more information, please visit
smcelectric.com

Contact us to put TraxMRO to work today!

CONTACT ASSESS IMPLEMENT MAINTAIN
Contact a TraxMRO
Specialist or your local
SMC sales representative
to schedule an initial
discovery meeting.

The TraxMRO Team
will perform a crib
crawl and analyze
your existing data.

An agreement will be
presented to proceed
with TraxMRO offering(s)
and your support team
will be deployed.

Scheduled quarterly
business reviews to
ensure TraxMRO is
delivering on YOUR
expectations.


